Oswegatchie PBIS Teaching Matrix

Classroom

Assembly

Bus

Cafeteria

Hallways

Bathroom

Playground

Respect

-respect others’
learning needs,
-be honest,
-listen when
others are
talking,
-wait your turn

-Whole body
listening,
-stay for the
entire
performance

-listen to your
driver,
-be at stop on
time

-Table manners,
-be respectful of
staff,
-use appropriate
volume,

-quiet voice,
- stay in personal
space,
-follow teacher
directions,

-quiet voice,
-honor privacy,
-quietly wait
your turn,
-use the facility
appropriately

-wait your turn,
-treat others with
respect,
-listen to
monitors

Responsibility

-be an active
participant in
learning
activities,
-be prepared,
-be accountable
for your school
work and
homework,
-follow
directions,
-ask questions,
-keep hands and
feet to self,
-body in control
& ready to learn,
-use materials
appropriately,
-share space,
-follow staff
directions,
-understand fire
drill and lock
down procedures

-Focus on
speaker/
performers,
-stay for the
entire
performance

-use appropriate
volume
-be mindful of
your space

-Clean your area,
-line up quietly
for transition

-quiet voice,
-walk directly to
your location,
-stay in personal
space,

-wash hands with
soap and water,
--use time wisely,
-report problems
to teacher
-flush toilet,

-line up,
-be ready for
transition,
-put materials
away

-Stay seated,
hands and feet to
yourself
-Follow Staff
Directions

-follow staff
directions,
-stay seated,
-hands and feet
to yourself

-Walk at all
times,
-stay in your seat,
-keep your hands
and feet to
yourself,
-only eat your
food

-follow staff
directions,
-stay to the right,
-walk silently
facing forward ,
-stay in your
-personal space,
-hands, feet and
objects to
yourself

-wash hands with
soap and water,
-place paper
towels in
garbage
-use the facility
appropriately

-use equipment
appropriately,
-control your
body (keep hands
and feet, and
objects to self)
-follow staff
directions

-be positive
-help others
when needed,
-cooperate,
-be fair

-Applause only

-speak kindly
and
appropriately

-Wait patiently in
line,
-share your space

-hands and feet
and objects to
yourself,
-stay in your
personal space,
-share a quiet
greeting

-keep water in
the sink
-use the facility
appropriately
-keep hands and
feet to self

-Take turns,
-include and help
each other

Safe

Kind

